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Working with Methods 

(Functions) 



Objective 

In this presentation you will learn about 

 the user created Methods or Functions. 

The Key Ideas are as follows- 
 

Why Methods? (Advantages) 
 

Defining & Calling a Method. 

Calling a Method by Value or Reference 
 

Scope of variables 



Why Methods? 

A Method or function is sequence of statement which are 
written to perform a specific job in the application. 

The following three advantages/reasons describes that why we 
use methods. 

   To cope with complexity: 

When programs become more complex and big in size, it is 
 best technique to follow “Divide and conquer” i.e. a complex 
 problem is broken in to smaller and easier task, so that we 
 can make it manageable. Some times it is also called 
 Modularization. 

   Hiding Details: 

Once a method is defined, it works like a Black-box and can be 
used when required, without concerning that “How it 
Works?” 

   Reusability of code: 

Once a method is implemented, it can be invoked or called 
 from anywhere in the program when needed i.e. Method can 
 be reused. Even a packaged method may be used in multiple 
 applications. This saves our time and effort. 

Most of the method like Math.sqrt() is available as ready to use 
which can be used anywhere in the application. 



      How to define a Method 
A method must be defined before its use. The method always 
  exist in a class. A Java Program must contain a main() method 
  from where program execution starts. The general form of 
  defining method is as- 

 [Access specifier][modifier] <return_type> <method_name> 
  (<parameters list>) 

    {……………. ; 

     body of the method i.e. statement (s); 

   } 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 Access Specifier: 

It specified the access type and may be public or protected or 
 private. 

 Modifier: 

It may be final, native, synchronized, transient, volatile etc. 

 Return Type: 

Specifies the return data type like int, float etc. Void is used 
 when nothing is to be returned. 

 Method Name: 

 Specified the name of method and must be a valid Java 
 identifier. 

 Parameters List: 

 It is list of variable(s), also called Formal Parameter or 
 Argument, which are used to catch the values when method is 
 invoked. Also a method may have no parameters. 



Calling a User defined methods/functions 

 Once a method is defined, it can be called by its 
name and parameters value (if any) in any other 
methods or Event method of jButtons. 

 A method can be defined and called as – 

// calling method/ function 

private void jButton1ActionPerformed(…..) 

{ int a,b,c,d; 

 a=4; 

 b=6; 

 c=sum (a,b); 

d=sum(3,5);     // again function call 

jTextField1.setText(“”+c); 

System.out.println (“”+c); 

System.out.println(“”+d); 

} 

// called Method 
 
int Sum (int x, int y) 

{ int z= x+y; 
 
 return(z); 
 
} 

Formal 

parameters 

  Actual 
 parameters 
 
 
 
// function call 

Note : The number of parameters and their data type must be 

matched during a method call. 

Formal Parameters must be variable. 

  Signature 
 
 
int Sum (int x, int y) 
 
 
 
 Prototype 



Passing Arguments to Methods 
You can pass arguments (Actual parameters) to method 
 (Formal Parameters) using valid data types like int, float, 
 byte, char, double, boolean etc. or Reference data type like 
 Object and Arrays. 

A method can called in two ways – 

1.   Pass by Value 

2.   Pass by Reference 

   Pass by Value: 

In this method, the values of Actual parameters are copied to 
Formal parameters, so any changes made with Formal 
parameters in Method’s body, will not reflected back in the 
calling function. 

The original value of Actual parameters is unchanged because 
the changes are made on copied value. 

   Pass by Reference: 

In Reference method, the changes made on the formal 
 parameters are reflected back in the Actual parameters of 
 calling function because instead of values, a Reference 
 (Address of Memory location) is passed. 

In general, all primitive data types are passed by Value and all 
 Reference types (Object, Array) are passed by Reference. 



  Pass by Value method 
 
// calling method/ function 

private void jButton1ActionPerformed(…..) 

{ int a,b,c,d; 

 a=4; 

 b=6; 

 System.out.println (“Before calling the method”); 

System.out.println(“”+a); 

System.out.println(“”+b); 

// value is 4 

// value is 6 

change (a,b); // function call 

System.out.println (“After calling the method”); 

System.out.println (“”+a);     // value is still 4 

System.out.println(“”+b); // value is still 6 

} 
 
// called Method 

private void change (int x, int y) 

{ int t= x; 

 x=y; 

 y=t; 

} 



Pass by Reference method 

public class test // Declare a class 

{ int x=4; 

 int y=6;   } 

private void jButton1ActionPerformed(…..) 

{ test myobj = new test(); // create an object 

System.out.println (“Before calling the method”); 

System.out.println(“”+myobj.x); 

System.out.println(“”+myobj.y); 

// value is 4 

// value is 6 

change (myobj); // function call 

System.out.println (“After calling the method”); 

// value is 6 

// value is 4 

 System.out.println (“”+myobj.x); 

 System.out.println(“”+myobj.y); 

} 
 
 
// called Method 

private void change (test t) 

{ int a= t.x; 

 t.x=t.y; 

 t.y=a; 

} 


